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The age of Nero has appealed to the popular imagination more than any other
period of Roman history. This volume provides a lively and accessible guide to
the various representations and interpretations of the Emperor Nero as well as to
the rich literary, philosophical and artistic achievements of his eventful reign. The
major achievements of the period in the fields of literature, governance,
architecture and art are freshly described and analysed, and special attention is
paid to the reception of Nero in the Roman and Christian eras of the first
centuries AD and beyond. Written by an international team of leading experts, the
chapters provide students and non-specialists with clear and comprehensive
accounts of the most important trends in the study of Neronian Rome. They also
offer numerous original insights into the period, and open new areas of study for
scholars to pursue.
From the Barolos of Piedmont to the Brunellos of Tuscany, Italian wines offer an
unparalleled range of tempting and unique choices. But how can you be sure to
find the right bottle for your taste? In this completely revised and updated edition
of the ever-popular pocketsize buying guide, Italian wine experts Joseph
Bastianich and David Lynch show you the way. Vino Italiano Buying
Guide—Revised and Updated is a carefully and lovingly considered A-to-Z listing
of the best wines that Italy has to offer. In addition to profiles of more than 1,000
winemakers—with ratings, grape descriptions, and contact information for the
vineyards—you’ll find: - Concrete and helpful bottle recommendations for every
entry - At-a-glance symbols for rising stars, great values, and truly exceptional
wineries - Coverage of noteworthy organic and biodynamic wines - Up-to-date,
detailed information on everything from wine regions to wine labels and
classifications. More than just a handy reference text of Italian wine producers,
Vino Italiano Buying Guide—Revised and Updated is the ultimate buying guide for
Italian wine lovers.
Protected marine species have populations that are depleted, decreasing, or are
at-risk of extinction or local extirpation. As of 2015 The International Union for the
Conservation of Nature, a global environmental organization, lists approximately
737 marine species worldwide that are considered at risk of extinction. Many are
provided legal protection through national laws requiring research and
management measures aimed at recovering and maintaining the species at a
sustainable population level. Integral to the policy decision process involving the
management and recovery of marine species is the consideration of trade-offs
between the economic and ecological costs and benefits of protection. This
suggests that economics, at its core the study of trade-offs, has a significant role.
In the U.S. a somewhat traditional use of economics in protected species
research and management has involved cost minimization or cost-effectiveness
analyses to help select or prioritize conservation actions. Economic research has
also provided estimates of public non-market benefits of recovering species,
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which can be used in larger management frameworks such as ecosystem based
management and coastal and marine spatial planning. Inherent in much of this
research, however, are complex biological and ecological relationships in which
varying degrees of scientific uncertainty are present. Addressing this type of
uncertainty can affect the economic outcomes related to protected species. For
example, recent work suggests that increasing scientific precision in biological
sampling and models can greatly affect the magnitude of economic benefits to
commercial fisheries, while other research suggests that public non-market
benefits of species recovery are sensitive to uncertainty about baseline
population estimates. Previous research has illustrated the importance of
understanding the biological, ecological, and economic aspects of protected
species management and recovery. In this research topic we synthesize current
protected marine species economic research and expand the discussion on
present and future challenges related to protected species economics. The series
of manuscripts brings together an array of prominent researchers and advances
our understanding of the ecological and economic aspects of managing and
recovering protected marine species.
A fascinating look at what birds do and why they do it Both casual and serious
birdwatchers can take their skills to the next level with this detailed consideration
of bird behavior. This book makes it possible to move beyond identifying birds to
understanding some of the underpinning and meaning to what birds do, how they
do it, and why they do it. Written in an easy-to-understand style, with an
abundance of photos illustrating the behaviors, the book shows how flight, molt,
migration, feeding, predation, social behavior, courtship, and nesting shape
birds’ behaviors. Birds are everywhere, and easy to observe; this introduction to
elements of bird behavior will connect readers more intimately with these
remarkable and beguilingly perceptive animals.
Imagination depicts earthquakes as a mysterious and magic matter. However, as
scientists and technical experts, we do have to consider them also from a
different perspective: they are naturalphenomena that evolve with time and
depend on a number of variables. Their modeling can help us to reply to the
simplest and - at the same time - the most complex question: are earthquakes
predictable? In case the answer is affirmative, what could be the role of the
extremely mature Information and Communication Technology (ICT) in setting up
an effective prediction process? How Artificial Intelligence Algorithms can
contribute to the picture? The book presents our vision about the above matter.
The book is organized in three parts. Part 1 frames the possible use of ICT and
Artificial Intelligence in dealing with earthquake-related Disaster Ahead
Management (DAM). Part 2 presents modeling tools for the earthquake issue and
proposes possible ICT tools for supporting the earthquake DAM. Part 3 presents
an experimental network for earthquake DAM based on communications and
navigation (GNSS) tools.
Fundamentals of Environmental Site Assessment and Remediation examines all aspects of
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environmental site assessment and remediation and outlines the interdisciplinary skills needed
to work in the field. It provides a comprehensive overview for students, environmental
professionals, and real estate developers, and includes the latest environmental regulations,
environmental site assessment and remediation practices, and industry standards. It examines
pollution sources and the related impacts on drinking water supplies, the associated health
risks, and how to protect water resources. The monitoring of surface water, groundwater, and
soil is explained, as well as vapor intrusion. It will include several practical case studies
throughout. Features Includes the latest and best practices for environmental site assessment
and remediation procedures. Presents a multidisciplinary approach, including environmental
forensics, nanotechnology, microbiology (DNA technology) and isotopes, etc. Examines
various pollutants and their related impacts on drinking water supplies, the associated health
risks, and how to protect water resources. Presents the best practices for the monitoring of
surface water, groundwater, and soil. Covers the latest environmental regulations and industry
standards.
Maximum PC is the magazine that every computer fanatic, PC gamer or content creator must
read. Each and every issue is packed with punishing product reviews, insightful and innovative
how-to stories and the illuminating technical articles that enthusiasts crave.
The Flip Mino and MinoHD are the best-selling family of affordable and simple-to-use digital
camcorders in the U.S. Since its launch in 2007, Flip Video has sold over 1.5 million
camcorders. The Flip MinoHD is the world's smallest high definition camcorder at just over
three oz. The MinoHD records up to 60 minutes of HD video and comes along with FlipShare
software --this software allows Flip owners to plug the camcorder's signature flip-out USB arm
into any computer for easy drag-and-drop video organizing, editing and sharing on YouTube,
MySpace, AOL Video or via email. Loaded with plenty of tips and techniques, the Flip mino
Pocket Guide shows readers how to effectively capture video and organize and edit the
footage for optimal playback. All Flip models are covered including Flip Mino, Flip MinoHD, Flip
Ultra, and Flip Video.
Exotic Fruits Reference Guide is the ultimate, most complete reference work on exotic fruits
from around the world. The book focuses on exotic fruit origin, botanical aspects, cultivation
and harvest, physiology and biochemistry, chemical composition and nutritional value,
including phenolics and antioxidant compounds. This guide is in four-color and contains
images of the fruits, in addition to their regional names and geographical locations. Harvest
and post-harvest conservation, as well as the potential for industrialization, are also presented
as a way of stimulating interest in consumption and large scale production. Covers exotic fruits
found all over the world, described by a team of global contributors Provides quick and easy
access to botanical information, biochemistry, fruit processing and nutritional value Features
four-color images throughout for each fruit, along with its regional name and geographical
location Serves as a useful reference for researchers, industrial practitioners and students
Although the field of radioactive air sampling has matured and evolved over decades, it has
lacked a single resource that assimilates technical and background information on its many
facets. Edited by experts and with contributions from top practitioners and researchers,
Radioactive Air Sampling Methods provides authoritative guidance on measuring airborne
radioactivity from industrial, research, and nuclear power operations, as well as naturally
occuring radioactivity in the environment. Designed for industrial hygienists, air quality experts,
and heath physicists, the book delves into the applied research advancing and transforming
practice with improvements to measurement equipment, human dose modeling of inhaled
radioactivity, and radiation safety regulations. To present a wide picture of the field, it covers
the international and national standards that guide the quality of air sampling measurements
and equipment. It discusses emergency response issues, including radioactive fallout and the
assets used to assess airborne radioactive emergencies. The book includes a comprehensive
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series of air sampling methods for commonly encountered radioactive isotopes in the industrial
environment that detail the steps to conducting a proper air sampling study. With coverage of
fundamental air sampling techniques and practical knowledge, the book provides insight into
the contemporary thinking of experts, the maturity of the field, and its deep literature base.
Building a bridge between the science behind air sampling and its practice, it supplies the
know-how required to achieve technically rigorous air sampling data.

More than 650 landmarks are covered, ranging from ancient monuments such as
Stonehenge, to contemporary engineering feats such as the World Trade Center
in New York City. The concisely-written entries describe when the landmark was
built, who built it, why it was built, its dimensions, how it was constructed, and
any problems encountered during construction. Additional features include:
numerous photographs; biographies of important builders and designers;
glossary; chronology of dates in civil engineering from 3000 BC to the present;
listings of tallest buildings, longest bridges, and highest dams, and a
geographical index which locates the structures by country.
Exhaustive compendium by one of the world's foremost experts on the Swedish
master covers Bergman's life, his cultural background, his entire artistic career
and extensive annotated bibliographies of interviews and critical writings on
Bergman.
This book provides an indispensable resource for anyone researching the
scourge of mass murder in the 20th and 21st centuries, effectively using primary
source documents to help them understand all aspects of genocide. • Offers a
large number of documents relating to various genocides, demonstrating the
multifaceted nature of this crime in various settings • Presents the reader with an
analysis of each document to help contextualize and explain it • Allows
documents to "speak for themselves," setting out the parameters of genocide,
what events actually occurred, and what was done afterwards • Provides a short
list of further reading at the conclusion of each document to assist readers
looking to further research the topic
The Rough Guide to Europe on a Budget is the ultimate guide to exploring this
fascinating continent on a shoestring, with coverage of all the top sights, the
clearest mapping of any guide and handy hints on how to save money. Discover
the highlights of Europe, from the vibrant capitals of London, Paris and Rome to
the great outdoors, whether skiing in the Alps, hiking in the Tatras or surfing on
the Portuguese coast. Read about Europe's great attractions from the Sistine
Chapel in Rome to the Aya Sofia in Istanbul. And with coverage of four new
countries - Montenegro, Albania, Macedonia and Bosnia-Herzegovina - The
Rough Guide to Europe on a Budget is more comprehensive than ever before.
Find practical advice on travelling around Europe, whether by InterRail, Eurail or
bus, and what to see and do in each country. With up-to-date descriptions of the
best hostels and budget hotels, bars, cafés and cheap restaurants, plus
European shopping and festivals, this guide is the budget-conscious traveller's
must-have item for European trips. Make the most of your trip to Europe with The
Rough Guide to Europe on a Budget. Now available in ePub format.
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What does the Bible actually say about the end times that lead to the return of
Jesus Christ? The Participant Guide for the Four Views of the End Times, part of
a video-based small group study that studies the four major end time views, will
help you understand the different viewpoints regarding end times prophecy. Four
Views of the End Times is asmall group study that takes a look at four different
Revelation time lines and tackles DispensationalPremillennialism,
Postmillennialism, Historic Premillennialism, and Amillennialism, the four major
end times viewpoints. For each view, Four Views of the End Times includes
adefinition, supporting Scriptures, a time line of the view's popularity, and a
sampling of Christian leaders supportingthat view. Common questions and
answers are discussed as part of each session, so anyone can be part of the
study group. About speaker and author, Dr. Timothy Paul Jones: Dr. Jones
serves as Professor of Leadership and Church Ministry at The Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary in Louisville, Kentucky.
Discusses the basics of using the Web navigator including searching, using links,
downloading, and sharing Web pages
"Collection of incunabula and early medical prints in the library of the Surgeongeneral's office, U.S. Army": Ser. 3, v. 10, p. 1415-1436.
Provides over 10,000 current prices for soundtrack and original cast recordings.
This guide is very comprehensive for US issues, but also includes selected
Canadian and overseas releases.
The wines of Italy are a delightful part of any visit to the Bel Paese, and The
Italian Wine Guide is the ultimate guide to the world of these wines. This practical
handbook offers current information on wineries, tours, and tastings throughout
Italy, plus listings for over 1,900 wine stores. For those visiting winery towns, over
60 detailed maps and itineraries are featured, with suggestions on where to enjoy
the best wines and dine on the finest local cuisine. A look at contemporary wine
production in Italy is followed by detailed discussions of each region. The new
edition contains listings for U.S. retailers selling Italian wines.
Take a fascinating thematic journey of Italy with the brand-new Michelin Green
Guide Wine Trails of Italy. Explore Italy’s regional vineyards and wineries. Learn
all about Italian wine: making it, tasting it, serving it. And visit the scenic towns
and villages along the way. Suggested Michelin Driving Tours for wine routes
include special points of interest. Through its star-rating system, well-researched
places to stay and eat, colorful maps and suggested activities, the Green Guide
helps you discover the best of Italy and its wines
To get the most out of studying the Bible usually requires a concordance, a
dictionary, a topical Bible, and a handbook. The Zondervan All-in-One Bible
Reference Guide combines the best features of all four—in one convenient
location.This easy-to-use resource covers a wide range of topics, people, places,
events, and themes from Scripture. Entries are arranged alphabetically, making it
easy for us to find the information needed to expand our understanding of God’s
Word. The Zondervan All-in-One Bible Reference Guide is ideal for pastors, Bible
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study leaders, and everyone who wants to learn more from God’s Word.Based
on the NIV—the most read, most trusted translation of the Bible—this reference
guide will prove to be indispensable, no matter what translation is used.
The User's Guide to Nutritional Supplements focuses on the most popular
nutritional supplements, those that consistently attract the most attention - and
are the ones most likely to benefit the majority of people. In describing the most
popular nutritional supplements, this book explains: * Vitamin E can reduce the
risk of heart disease - and the best types to take. * Selenium can slash the
chances of developing some types of cancer. * Ginkgo can improve memory and
recall. * Chromium can help oromote weigth loss and lower the risk of diabetes. *
Glucosamine and chondroitin can prevent osteoarthritis. * Calcium and
magnesium work together to build strong bones. * Coenzyme Q10 can boost
your energy levels and strengthenyour heart. * Ginseng and other supplements
boost your exercise stamina.
Don Quixote Explained the Reference Guide analyzes the Life and Times of the
Ingenious Hidalgo Don Quixote De La Mancha. Specially, it scrutinizes the
novels: 110 characters; 46 relationships; 19 themes; 12 groups of people; 30
obscure words; 23 Latin phrases; 4 major jokes; 4 scene sequences; 78 Quixotic
poems; 17 Quixotic letters; 2 physical objects; 11 romantic relationships; and 35
regular relationships. At 161, 917 words, it is the most comprehensive, in-depth
and insightful primer on the market. Perfect for serious academics writing books
and/or journal articles about Don Quixote; useful for aspiring doctors writing Don
Quixote dissertations; practical for budding scholars writing masters theses about
Don Quixote; convenient for college bachelors writing Don Quixote term papers;
and handy for high school students writing Don Quixote essays for their teachers.
Nero's reign (AD 54–68) witnessed some of the most memorable events in
Roman history, such as the rebellion of Boudica and the first persecution of the
Christians—not to mention Nero's murder of his mother, his tyranny and
extravagance, and his suicide, which plunged the empire into civil war. The
Emperor Nero gathers into a single collection the major sources for Nero's life
and rule, providing students of Nero and ancient Rome with the most
authoritative and accessible reader there is. The Emperor Nero features clear,
contemporary translations of key literary sources along with translations and
explanations of representative inscriptions and coins issued under Nero. The
informative introduction situates the emperor's reign within the history of the
Roman Empire, and the book's concise headnotes to chapters place the source
material in historical and biographical context. Passages are accompanied by
detailed notes and are organized around events, such as the Great Fire of Rome,
or by topic, such as Nero's relationships with his wives. Complex events like the
war with Parthia—split up among several chapters in Tacitus's Annals—are brought
together in continuous narratives, making this the most comprehensible and userfriendly sourcebook on Nero available.
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